Westmar Middle School
7th-grade Assignments for March 16- March 27

All students should attempt to complete the following assignments to the best of their ability. Students will not be penalized for completion or non-completion of any work sent home during the two-week period. This is supplemental to help students stay connected to their learning. Students are highly encouraged to complete the work. These are assignments that potential will become assigned and graded. Stay ahead of the game!

**Ms. Brown - ELA**
1. Unit 1 Key Ideas and Details in Literary Text ("The Snow Bride", "The Learning Curve", and "from Inheritors")
2. “Saints, Snakes, & Pirates”
3. Reading Logs
4. Read, Read, Read!!

**Ms. Fazenbaker - Math**
A packet of material includes:
1. Guided Notes with fill-in’s & example questions
2. Homeworks to follow each section of notes
   - Chapter 7 & 8 in Big Ideas Math Text for extra guidance & practice problems
   - Ebook access online

School21: Statistics & Probability
1. Understanding Sampling
2. Random Samples
3. Understanding Probability
4. Compound Events

If completed Statistics & Probability: Geometry
1. Scale Drawings
2. Drawing Triangles
3. Slicing Figures
4. Circles
5. Angle Relationships

**Ms. Duncan - block 5 math**
A packet was sent home today with worksheets and instructions on how to get online to MobyMax, School21, and Prodigy. Copies are available in the office for students who were absent on 3/13.

**Mr. Larry - Geography**
A packet of material includes:

1. Fill in the blanks for preparation for essay on “Chocolate” DBQ
2. Worksheet on the economics of South Asia including India and Pakistan
3. Worksheet on Pakistan: Crossroads of Asia - a Geography and History Lesson

Ms. Riggleman- Science

Students received progress reports on March 6th. Any missing/absent work should be completed and turned in when they return.

Life’s Structure and function Text Book Assigned- Focus Chapter 5 and 6
Tech Links handout given-DiscoveryEducation website online videos and interactives are listed below [4.]
Students may also access Legends of Learning for several activity choices. Remember the teacher code is RIGGLE1.

1. A Pedigree of Polydactyly
2. Chapter 5 Section 3:
   - Advance in Genetics Crossword,
   - Advance in Genetics Reinforcement
3. Chapter 6 Adaptations over time:
   - Overview Adaptations Over Time Graphic Organizer
   - Section 1 Ideas About Evolution Directed Reading-Circle
   - Section 1&2 Directed Reading Crossword
   - Key Term Review Puzzle
   - Reinforcement Ideas About Evolution Bats and Fish
   - Reinforcement 2 Clues about Evolution
4. Discovery Education:
   - Genetic Engineering, the Human Genome Project, and Gene Therapy - video 4:00 on Advancement of Genetics
   - Genes Make the Rabbit- Virtual lab Speaker icon available to read
   - Science Kids: All about Natural Selection and Adaptations -video 26:25
   - Science Nation: Evolution in Action - video 2:33
   - How Plants Adapt - video 3:59